How to reach the Kék Duna Wellness Hotel**** in Ráckeve

(GPS coordinates: Latitude : 47.1616 | Longitude : 18.9505)

1) From the Airport

Take the bus 200E to Kőbánya-Kispest (~ 15min). In Kőbánya-Kispest change for blue metro line M3. Get off at Kálin Tér (~ 20 min). At Kálvin tér change to Metro Line M4 in direction Kelenföldi Pályaudvar and get off at Fővám tér (1 stop only). At Fővám tér change to tram 2 in direction Közvágóhid. Get off at Közvágóhid (Final station).

At Közvágóhid take the suburban train (HÉV in Hungarian) H6 and get off its final station at Ráckeve.

2) From Deák Ferenc tér:

Take the metro line M2 to direction Déli Pályaudvar. Get off at Kossuth tér (1 stop). Change for to tram 2 in direction Közvágóhid. Get off at Közvágóhid (Final station).

At Közvágóhid take the suburban train (HÉV in Hungarian) H6 and get off its final station at Ráckeve.

3) From Keleti railway station

Take the red metro line M2 to Kossuth tér (~ 10min) and change for to tram 2 in direction Közvágóhid. Get off at Közvágóhid (Final station).

At Közvágóhid take the suburban train (HÉV in Hungarian) H6 and get off its final station at Ráckeve.

From HÉV final station in Ráckeve to the hotel:

- Walk 1.6 km towards the south on Kossuth Lajos utca until you reach the bridge. Walk across the bridge and turn right on Dömsödi út. The Kék Duna Welness Hotel **** is the first building on the left side of the street. (see map on the next page)
Please note that with one public transport ticket (it costs 350 HUF) you can change from one metro line to another, but if you have to change from metro to tram/bus/HÉV you will need another ticket. Especially for HÉV you will need a single ticket (it costs 350 HUF) and a Supplementary HÉV Suburban Railway ticket for 30 kms (it costs 560 HUF). Please, keep all original tickets! Have a safe journey!

About the venue

General information:

The Kék Duna Wellness Hotel is situated at the Danube river, 47 km south of Budapest in the village of Ráckeve and features superb wellness facilities.

Address: Ráckeve, Dömsödi út 1-3, 2300
Phone: +36-24- 523 230
Web: http://wellnesshotel.hu/ (in Hungarian)
Facilities of the Hotel:

Sauna, Fitness Center, Hot Tub, Turkish/Steam Bath, Indoor Pool, WiFi is available in all areas and is free of charge. Private parking is available on site (reservation is not needed) and costs EUR 2 per day. Languages spoken: Hungarian, English, German.

Massages, cosmetic treatments available but for extra charges.

Emergency contact numbers:

Malgorzata Siuta: +36 70 5342 881
Attila Szlávik: +36 20 2847 408